
Citrus press, VitaStyle Citro
MCP72GPW

Designers by Bosch: Elegance meets
freshness.

• Stylish 2in1 citrus press: squeeze your juice directly into the glass
carafe and serve

• Two juicing options: use the glass carafe (1.0 l) for large amounts
and the juice collector for small amounts

• Automatic start: begins squeezing juice automatically when you
press the fruit on the cone

• Special pressing cone: ensures maximum juice extaction from large
and small fruit

• DripStop: no more dripping and spilling after juice extraction

Dimensions: ........................................................ 310 x 170 x 170 mm
Dimensions of the packed product (HxWxD): ..... 388 x 200 x 200 mm
Pallet dimensions: .............................................. 180.0 x 80.0 x 120.0
Quantity per packing unit: ................................................................ 1
Standard number of units per pallet: ..............................................60
Net weight: ................................................................................1.2 kg
Gross weight: ............................................................................ 1.9 kg
Connection rating: ...................................................................... 40 W
Voltage: ............................................................................... 220-240 V
Frequency: ............................................................................50/60 Hz
Length electrical supply cord: .............................................. 100.0 cm
Plug type: ...............................................Euro plug w/o earthing 2.5 A
Included accessories: ................................................................1 x lid
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Citrus press, VitaStyle Citro
MCP72GPW

Designers by Bosch: Elegance meets
freshness.

Excellent Results
- High extraction results due to left- and right-hand motion of the

cone
- One size fits all - optimized cone for small (lemons) and big fruits

(oranges)
- 40 W motor power - enough power for all the oranges

Comfort
- Glass caraffe with 1.000 ml capacity - enough juice for family and

friends
- Also suitable for small amount (e.g. one lemon for season): Use

without glass possible
- Lid included for comfortable serving and storage in the refrigerator

Material / Design
- Impressive glass caraffe - ready-to-serve on the table
- Stainless steel sieve for longevity
- All plastics that are in contact with food are BPA free

Cleaning
- Drip stop keeps the worktop clean when taking off the motor unit
- No worries about cleaning after preparation: Caraffe, sieve, cone,

rubber pad, dust lid and juice collector are dishwasher safe

Accessories included
- Easy storage: Lid for glass caraffe
- Dust cover keeps the citrus press clean and always ready to press
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